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Abstract

Magnetosheath jets constitute a significant coupling effect between the solar wind (SW) and the magnetosphere of the Earth.

In order to investigate the effects and forecasting of these jets, we present the first-ever statistical study of the jet production

during large-scale SW structures like coronal mass ejections (CMEs), stream interaction regions (SIRs) and high speed streams

(HSSs). Magnetosheath data from Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft

between January 2008 to December 2020 serve as measurement source for jet detection. Two different jet definitions were used

to rule out statistical biases induced by our jet detection method. For the CME and SIR+HSS lists, we used lists provided

by literature and expanded on incomplete lists using OMNI data to cover the time range of May 1996 to December 2020. We

find that the number and total time of observed jets decrease when CME-sheaths hit the Earth. The number of jets is lower

throughout the passing of the CME-magnetic ejecta (ME) and recovers quickly afterwards. On the other hand, the number of

jets increases during SIR and HSS phases. We discuss a few possibilities to explain these statistical results.
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Abstract18

Magnetosheath jets constitute a significant coupling effect between the solar wind (SW)19

and the magnetosphere of the Earth. In order to investigate the effects and forecasting20

of these jets, we present the first-ever statistical study of the jet production during large-21

scale SW structures like coronal mass ejections (CMEs), stream interaction regions (SIRs)22

and high speed streams (HSSs). Magnetosheath data from Time History of Events and23

Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft between January 200824

to December 2020 serve as measurement source for jet detection. Two different jet def-25

initions were used to rule out statistical biases induced by our jet detection method. For26

the CME and SIR+HSS lists, we used lists provided by literature and expanded on in-27

complete lists using OMNI data to cover the time range of May 1996 to December 2020.28

We find that the number and total time of observed jets decrease when CME-sheaths29

hit the Earth. The number of jets is lower throughout the passing of the CME-magnetic30

ejecta (ME) and recovers quickly afterwards. On the other hand, the number of jets in-31

creases during SIR and HSS phases. We discuss a few possibilities to explain these sta-32

tistical results.33

1 Introduction34

The solar wind (SW) is a continuous outflow of plasma and magnetic field from the35

Sun. The Earth’s magnetic field is an obstacle to that SW. The SW is both supersonic36

and super-Alfvénic at 1 AU. This causes the formation of a permanent standing shock37

wave in front of the Earth, called the bow shock where the SW is slowed down, compressed38

and heated. It further evolves downstream over the magnetosheath and its inner bound-39

ary, the magnetopause, which is the dividing boundary between the Earth’s magnetic40

field and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Hence, the dynamics of the magne-41

tosheath vary under different SW conditions (e.g., Spreiter et al., 1966; Samsonov et al.,42

2007).43

Structures disrupting that continuous SW severely impact the bow shock and mag-44

netopause standoff distances (Baumjohann & Treumann, 1996; Tátrallyay et al., 2012).45

The SW is regularly disturbed by large-scale structures, such as stream interaction re-46

gions (SIRs) or transient events like coronal mass ejections (CMEs). SIRs are produced47

by the interaction between slow and high speed streams (HSSs). The fast stream often48

originated in open-field coronal holes compresses the slow wind stream in front of it. This49

results in a compression region, where the density and total pressure increase sharply50

(Jian et al., 2006a). The velocity increases continuously throughout the SIR and peaks51

within the HSS. SIRs may periodically recur due to the Sun’s rotation, which is then called52

a co-rotating interaction region (CIR, Smith & Wolfe, 1976; Richardson & Cane, 2010).53

Other large-scale SW structures are coronal mass ejections (CMEs), which are transient54

events propagating in the SW. SIRs typically present sheath-like regions of compressed55

plasma and magnetic field. CMEs reveal a strong magnetic field region showing a rotat-56

ing pattern in the magnetic field vector. We refer to this inner part of a CME as mag-57

netic ejecta (ME) (see e.g., Rouillard, 2011; Temmer, 2021). Because CMEs are often58

faster than the surrounding SW plasma, they can form a shock and drive an associated59

CME-sheath region (Kilpua et al., 2017; Good et al., 2019). Typically, the energy input60

and the effects on Earth’s magnetosphere are dominated by CMEs, especially during phases61

of high solar activity. On the other hand, during solar minimum and declining phase,62

long lived CIRs and their HSSs may continuously interact with the Earth (Tsurutani et63

al., 2006).64

In this study, we focus on the interaction of these large-scale SW structures with65

the bow shock and the magnetosheath region. Both CMEs and SIRs can compress the66

magnetosphere significantly due to extreme values of specific SW parameters. In par-67

ticular, the SW dynamic pressure and the southward component of the interplanetary68
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magnetic field (IMF) largely determine the standoff distance of the magnetopause (Chapman69

& Bartels, 1940; Fairfield, 1971; Shue et al., 1998). At the magnetopause, the dynamic70

pressure of the SW is equal to the magnetic pressure of the Earth’s magnetic field. The71

place of the magnetopause is therefore a consequence of the interplay between magnetic72

and dynamic pressure at both sides. Large southward magnetic field values can decrease73

the standoff distance by reconnection processes with the Earth’s day-side magnetic field74

(Baumjohann & Treumann, 1996). This component is therefore considered the main driver75

of geoeffective interaction between the SW and the Earth’s magnetic field. CMEs, SIRs76

and HSSs are major sources for large southward magnetic field values (Wu & Lepping,77

2002; Richardson, 2018).78

While CMEs, SIRs and HSSs arrive frequently at the magnetosheath region, they79

are rather sporadic events compared to so-called magnetosheath jets. First detected in80

1998 (Němeček et al., 1998), magnetosheath jets are dynamic pressure enhancements trav-81

eling downstream of the bow shock towards the Earth’s magnetopause. Different names82

have been assigned to the same or similar phenomenon, including: transient flux enhance-83

ment (Němeček et al., 1998), supermagnetosonic jets (Hietala et al., 2012), dynamic pres-84

sure pulses (Archer et al., 2012), high-speed jets (Plaschke et al., 2013), plasmoids (Karlsson85

et al., 2015), and supermagnetosonic plasma stream (Savin et al., 2014). While there are86

differences between each definition, they all share common properties. They either de-87

scribe an enhancement in the velocity, density, or both within the Earth’s magnetosheath.88

There is ongoing research about the origins of these jets and several generation mech-89

anisms have been proposed, mainly involving processes at the bow shock (see Hietala90

et al. (2012); Karlsson et al. (2015); Preisser et al. (2020) or a review of the proposed91

mechanisms in Plaschke et al. (2018)). There is the consensus that the jets primarily ap-92

pear downstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock (Archer & Horbury, 2013; Plaschke et93

al., 2013; Vuorinen et al., 2019; Raptis et al., 2020). There is evidence that magnetosheath94

jets significantly influence the magnetopause and cause geomagnetic substorms in Earth’s95

magnetosphere (Hietala et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Nykyri et al., 2019; Norenius et96

al., 2021). Magnetosheath jets are therefore an important link between the SW and the97

magnetopause. Large-scale SW structures and magnetosheath jets can be geoeffective98

on their own. It is therefore of great interest to learn how these effects are linked with99

each other.100

There have been recent efforts to analyze the general favorable conditions for jet101

production using statistics of numerous jets (Archer & Horbury, 2013; Plaschke et al.,102

2013; Karlsson et al., 2015; LaMoury et al., 2021). In particular, LaMoury et al. (2021)103

concluded that favorable conditions for jet formation include low IMF cone angles, both104

slow and fast SW speeds, low magnetic field strength, high plasma-β, low dynamic pres-105

sure, high Alfvén Mach number, and low density. They found that jets are more likely106

to survive the propagation through the magnetosheath with SW conditions showing low107

IMF cone angle, high SW speed, high IMF magnitude, low plasma-β, and high dynamic108

pressure. This suggests that HSSs may have favorable SW conditions for jets, while the109

net effect of SIRs and CMEs can not be deduced without dedicated research. Overall,110

the general relationship of jets with SW structures like SIRs, HSSs, and CMEs remain111

so far unexplored.112

This work aims to reveal how these specific large-scale SW structures influence the113

occurrence rate of magnetosheath jets. We perform a thorough statistical analysis us-114

ing the overlapping times of magnetosheath observations and times of CMEs / SIRs hit-115

ting the Earth to fulfill this goal. We use magnetosheath data from Time History of Events116

and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft between January117

2008 and December 2020. For the CME and SIR+HSS list, we use lists provided by lit-118

erature and expanded on incomplete lists using OMNI data to cover the same time range.119

In addition, we check the robustness of our results by using two different methods for120

the automatized detection of magnetosheath jets.121
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2 Data and Methods122

2.1 CME and SIR data123

In this study we use several different lists of large-scale SW structures. We unified124

those lists to seamlessly cover the time range May 1996 - 31 December 2020.125

For CMEs we use the list maintained by Richardson and Cane (Cane & Richard-126

son, 2003; Richardson & Cane, 2010), which includes information of CMEs since 1996.127

It contains, among other information, start and end times for CME-ME. It also contains128

the start times of corresponding CME-shocks if one is present. We define the time be-129

tween shock arrival and start of the magnetic ejecta as the CME-sheath crossing time.130

The start time of the shock is defined as the time of associated geomagnetic storm sud-131

den commencement in this list. The magnetic ejecta times are the times measured by132

the Active Composition Explorer (ACE, Stone et al., 1998). We brielfy discuss timing133

issues due to measurements at L1 and the Earth in Sect. 4.1. The list does not include134

measurements of CME-sheaths without a ME.135

We use an extended collection of SIR lists to cover the time range of January 1995136

- December 2020. In contrast to the CME list, the definitions of start and end times of137

SIRs vary between different sources. We therefore made efforts to unify and standard-138

ize those lists to make our results more robust. We combine the Jian SIR list (Jian et139

al., 2011, time range: 1995–2009), the Grandin SIR and HSS catalog (Grandin et al., 2019,140

time range: 1995–2017), and the updated list by Geyer (Geyer et al., 2021, time range:141

2014–2018).142

The SIR and HSS list of Grandin is used as a basis for the whole list, because it143

provided the largest time coverage, with SIRs and HSSs from 1995 to 2017. The list pro-144

vides the start time of the event, the time of maximum SW speed (within 3 days after145

the beginning of the event), and the end time of the event. The end time is defined by146

the time, where the speed drops below 450 km s−1 (Grandin et al., 2019). The event times147

of Grandin were used when an event was given in several lists.148

The list by Jian provides times for each SIR, giving a start, stream interface, and149

end time, and the stream interface time is defined at the peak of the total perpendic-150

ular pressure (Jian et al., 2006a). For Jian’s list, Wind (Harten & Clark, 1995; Wilson151

et al., 2021) and ACE (when Wind data is unavailable) data are used. The time of max-152

imum SW velocity and information on the trailing HSS of each SIR is not given. We there-153

fore manually checked each event and added the times using 1-min resolution OMNI data154

(King & Papitashvili, 2005). For the time range investigated OMNI data comes from Wind155

and ACE at the L1 point and is propagated to the nose of the bow shock. We defined156

the end time of each HSS as the time when the velocity dropped below 400 km s−1. This157

value is a compromise between Grandin’s list and other lists used in this paper. When158

several HSSs overlap and the velocity did not drop below 400 km s−1 in between, the159

time of the minimum value before the start of the next stream was used.160

The list of Geyer focused on HSSs, with the start time defined as the density peak,161

and the end time as the time when the velocity drops below 350 km s−1. We manually162

checked that list and provided the times for the maximum velocity, the time for the ve-163

locity to drop below 400 km s−1, and an estimated time for the start of the associated164

SIR. The new start times were necessary, because the time at the density peak is usu-165

ally slightly before the stream interface of the SIR. We use the start time of the SIR it-166

self, which coincides with the increase of density and velocity.167

Additionally, we manually searched for SIRs in OMNI data from 2019 to 2021, us-168

ing the following definitions: the start of the SIR defined as the start of the increase of169

density and velocity, the maximum velocity time, and the end time where the velocity170

drops below 400 km s−1. We checked the proton temperature to gain confidence in our171
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Table 1. Mean durations for SW events. Only events that are overlapping with THEMIS

magnetosheath data are used.

Time length [hours]
SIR+HSS CME-sheath CME-sheath+ME CME-ME (all)

Minimum 16.2 0.7 7.0 6.0
Median 87.0 10.0 33.0 20.0
Mean 100.4 10.7 36.9 23.4
Maximum 288.0 22.7 73.8 58.0

SIR detection, because the temperature sharply increases after the stream interface (Jian172

et al., 2006a). In our final SIR list, we excluded events where the velocity never reached173

400 km s−1 and events that coincided with several or strong CMEs. These efforts en-174

sure that we can make robust analysis of the jets happening during each type of large-175

scale SW events.176

For the further analysis we use the coherent lists of start and end times of the fol-177

lowing large-scale structures: a) SIR+HSS, b) CME-sheath, c) CM-ME.178

Tab. 1 shows the minimum, median, mean and maximum durations of SW events179

in hours. It showcases the times for SIRs+HSSs, CME-sheaths, CME-sheath+CME-ME180

(when a CME showed both regions), and CME-ME (all ME, regardless of the presence181

of a CME-sheath). Only events that are overlapping with THEMIS magnetosheath data182

(see Sect.2.2) are used for this statistic.183

2.2 Jet lists184

The detection of magnetosheath jets is strongly dependent on the imposed defini-185

tion and thresholds. Several studies have detected jets by using dynamic pressure thresh-186

olds based on the SW (Plaschke et al., 2013; Vuorinen et al., 2019; LaMoury et al., 2021).187

As we analyze the occurrence of jets during SW disturbances, SW parameters (and sub-188

sequently the jet detection thresholds) can rapidly change during these times. This could189

cause a bias in our jet occurrence during SW events. Therefore, we compiled two lists190

of jets. The first jet list uses SW based thresholds, which we call the upstream jet list.191

The second jet list, named the local jet list, is based on local magnetosheath data to re-192

duce the previously mentioned biases. We provide both new jet lists (upstream and lo-193

cal criteria) and the magnetosheath times at https://osf.io/6ywjz/ (Koller et al., 2021).194

Both jet lists are created using THEMIS data (Angelopoulos, 2008). THEMIS con-195

sists of five spacecraft named A, B, C, D, and E. The orbits of the individual THEMIS196

spacecraft can differ and change over time, which can cause a significant difference of de-197

tected jets by different spacecraft. Therefore, we look at the data of each spacecraft in-198

dividually. Because both B and C spacecraft were placed in an orbit around the Moon199

in 2010 as part of the Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and Electrodynamics of200

the Moon’s Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS) mission, we have only a small num-201

ber of magnetosheath events from THEMIS B and C (Angelopoulos, 2011). We used data202

from the THEMIS Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA McFadden et al., 2008) and Fluxgate203

Magnetometer (FGM Auster et al., 2008). Specifically, we used the ESA ion velocity, ESA204

ion density, ESA temperature moments, ESA ion energy flux, and the FGM magnetic205

field measurements.206

In order to obtain the time intervals when each THEMIS spacecraft were within207

the magnetosheath we used the criteria of Plaschke et al. (2013). Here we briefly describe208

these criteria: The spacecraft is required to be within a 30 degree Sun-centered cone with209
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tip at Earth. This ensures that the spacecraft is confined to the sub-solar region around210

local noon, and therefore avoids jet criteria issues that can occur in the flanks of the mag-211

netosheath. The distance is required to be within 7 to 18 Re from the Earth’s center.212

The measured ion density needs to be twice as dense as the solar wind. The energy flux213

of 1 keV ions is required to be larger than that of the 10 keV ions. This excludes times214

of measurements within the magnetosphere. The intervals are required to be longer than215

2 minutes. We used the original magnetosheath interval times provided by Plaschke et216

al. (2013). In addition to that, we expanded the list up to 31 December 2020 by using217

the same criteria. Then we searched for jets in these magnetosheath intervals.218

The first jet list, named the upstream jet list, uses the criteria given by Plaschke219

et al. (2013). The main threshold is given by pdyn,x >
1
2pdyn,x,sw, using upstream SW220

data from 1-min resolution OMNI data at the same time as a base for setting the thresh-221

old. pdyn,x denotes the dynamic pressure in GSE-x direction, and pdyn,x,sw the dynamic222

pressure of the SW in GSE-x direction. The time range for the jet was then defined as223

the range when the dynamic pressure exceeds 1/4 of the SW dynamic pressure. We used224

the original list of jets from 2008-2012 for THEMIS A-E by Plaschke et al. (2013) and225

the expanded list of jets using THEMIS A, D, and E from 2012 to 2018 (Plaschke et al.,226

2013; LaMoury et al., 2021). Both original lists are available online (Plaschke, Hietala,227

& Angelopoulos, 2020; Plaschke, Hietala, & LaMoury, 2020). We reforged the jet list to228

include the time range of 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2020. It is important to note229

that THEMIS data are sometimes reprocessed. Therefore there might be differences in230

the jets and magnetosheath times between the current list and the original datasets.231

Our second jet list, which we name the local jet list, uses the following criteria: pdyn,x >232

3×〈pdyn,x〉20min. Here, 〈pdyn,x〉20min denotes the 20 minute running average of the mag-233

netosheath dynamic pressure in GSE-x direction. All magnetosheath times shorter than234

20 minutes (e.g. close to the boundary) are not considered. This definition is a modi-235

fication of the jet definition used by Archer and Horbury (2013), but we use the com-236

ponent of the dynamic pressure in the GSE x direction similar to the upstream jet list237

definition. Archer and Horbury (2013) used a factor of 2 as a threshold for the dynamic238

pressure. Because we only use the GSE X velocity component (which is the most sig-239

nificant component in the magnetosheath), we settled on using the next higher integer240

as a threshold. The time range for the jet was then defined as the range when the dy-241

namic pressure increases above 2×〈pdyn,x〉20min. This resulted in a jet list from start242

of January 2008 - December 2020 for THEMIS A, D, and E and January 2008 - Decem-243

ber 2009 for THEMIS B and C.244

The original upstream jet list used the dynamic pressure in x direction only to mainly245

find jets that can reach the magnetopause. We followed up on this goal in our definition246

for the local jet list. As a positive side effect, both lists became comparable. This val-247

idates that we are indeed looking at the same jet effects. To ensure this, the local jet list248

includes the same side criteria as the upstream jet list (Plaschke et al., 2013): the ion249

GSE-x velocity of the jet has to be negative, and the magnetosheath GSE-x velocity within250

1 minute before and after the jet interval has to go above half of the measured GSE-x251

velocity during the jet’s dynamic pressure peak. Calibration features and orbit differ-252

ences might impact the total number of jets detected for individual spacecraft. We man-253

ually checked to make sure that that the detected jets are indeed distinct pressure en-254

hancements over the background value for each spacecraft. Fig. 1 shows the differences255

between both detection criteria for two examples. Following this procedure we obtain256

a different number of jets that is summarized and compared in Tab. 2. For each jet list257

we give the number of jets detected by each spacecraft, the total jet time in days as well258

as the mean and median jet time in seconds. The last row shows, how many jets of the259

list are (at least partially) overlapping with jets from the other list. The difference in the260

number of overlapping jets stems from the fact that several jets in a list may overlap with261

only one jet from the other list.262
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Table 2. Statistical overview of the two main jet lists used within this work.

Upstream jet list Local jet list

Total jets 16494 18808
THEMIS A 4147 5405
THEMIS B 147 118
THEMIS C 586 506
THEMIS D 3801 5001
THEMIS E 7813 7778
Total jet time [days] 8.7 6.2
Mean jet time [sec] 45.6 28.5
Median jet time [sec] 29.0 19.0
Number of overlapping jets 8935 9351

Orbits of the different spacecraft may be similar, which could result in single jets263

detected at more than one spacecraft. We give spacecraft separation estimates for THEMIS264

A, D, and E to address the issue of double-counting of jet events. We derive that for 39.77265

% of the available observation time, only one of the three spacecraft was within the pre-266

viously defined magnetosheath range. We determine the spacecraft separation for the267

residual time, which means for all instances when at least two spacecraft were within the268

defined magnetosheath range at the same time. As jets dominantly move along the GSE-269

X direction, we determine the separation in the GSE Y-Z plane. The average Y-Z sep-270

aration for all instances over the whole time range was 1.33 Re with a standard devia-271

tion of 1.25 Re. We find that the orbits of the THEMIS spacecraft changed significantly272

during the analyzed time range. The orbits deviated from each other in the time range273

of 2016 - 2019. We determine an average Y-Z separation of 2.54 Re with a standard de-274

viation of 1.59 Re for this time range. Overall, all three spacecraft together showed the275

closest separation in 2010 with an average distance of 0.40 Re and a standard deviation276

of 0.15 Re. Considering this, the average separation of THEMIS spacecraft exceeded the277

expected median perpendicular scale size of jets of 0.12 Re (see Plaschke et al., 2020)278

during the analyzed time range. We conclude that most of small and medium sized jets279

got detected by a single spacecraft. Large jets might get detected by two or more space-280

craft during times of little separation.281

2.3 Analysis methods282

In order to study how the jet occurrence behaves during large-scale SW events, we283

follow a three-step procedure as described in the following.284

Step 1: Quantifying the amount of available data. We checked the total time of mag-285

netosheath observations as well as the number of jets that overlap with times of large-286

scale SW structures (SIR+HSS,CME-sheath,CME-ME). Little overlap of magnetosheath287

data with SW disturbances lead to high uncertainties in the subsequent analysis. To de-288

termine whether the duration or number of jets is changed during disturbances, we quan-289

tify the jet mean and median time length for each type of event. We visualize the dis-290

tribution of jet durations for each type of disturbances as well as quiet SW times (all times291

where neither SIR nor CME interacts with Earth) by using boxplot statistics.292

Step 2: First order estimate of jet occurrence rate during CME and SIR times. We293

define a “jet percentage” during a specific time range, given by the total duration of jet294

time divided by the total duration of magnetosheath measurement within that given time295

range. This is calculated for all SIRs+HSSs, for all CME-sheaths, and for all CME-MEs.296

We also calculate the jet percentage during quiet SW time, and over the entire available297
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Figure 1. Two examples of jet detection by THEMIS A with threshold comparison. From top

to bottom: magnetic field components, ion velocity components, particle density, and dynamic

pressure. The dynamic pressure thresholds for both jet definitions are displayed in each bottom

panel. The local definition thresholds (turquoise and blue) are defined as 3 and 2 times the 20-

minutes-averaged magnetosheath dynamic pressure in GSE-x direction. The upstream definition

thresholds (pink and red) are defined as 1/2 and 1/4 times the SW dynamic pressure in GSE-x

direction. In the case shown on the left side, the lower dynamic pressure thresholds of both con-

ditions (red and blue), which mark the beginning and end of the jet, are almost identical, while

the upper threshold, marking the dynamic pressure that must be exceeded for the detection, is

higher for the upstream condition (pink). In the case shown on the right side, the upstream jet

conditions did not detect any jets, because the detection threshold (pink) is too high, while the

local jet criteria (cyan) detected two jets.
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time range (including both quiet SW times and times of SW structures), which we call298

the “overall jet percentage”. The values are given individually for each spacecraft, to cross-299

check for instrumental and orbital effects. We also calculate the mean number of mea-300

sured jets per hour to check, how the value for each type of event is changing compared301

to the jet percentage. The jet percentage is codependent on the size and speed of jets,302

while jet occurrence does not take that into account. We mainly focused on the jet per-303

centage to make conclusions based on the total jet observation time. In addition to that,304

the jet percentage is not drastically influenced by short jets that barely meet our defined305

threshold. This makes the results more robust against uncertainties in the jet criteria306

definition.307

Step 3: In detailed analysis of jet occurrence during CME and SIR times. We used308

a superposed epoch analysis (SEA) to determine at which time in the CME or SIR pro-309

file the jet occurrence rate changes. For SIRs+HSSs, we set the zero epoch, i.e. 0 hours,310

at the start of the SIR (defined as the onset of the velocity and density increase) and the311

end time to the mean SIRs+HSSs duration in hours (see Tab. 1). For CME-sheath and312

CME-ME, we use a 3-point SEA to analyze both parts of the CME separately. The length313

of each individual event varies largely, therefore we have normalized each CME-sheath314

and CME-ME to their respective mean duration (see Tab. 1). We set the zero epoch for315

the CME-sheath to be the CME-shock arrival time and its end to the mean time length316

for CME-sheath (11.7 hours, see Tab. 1). The arrival of the CME-ME marks the zero317

epoch time for the CME-ME part. It ends after the mean time length of all associated318

CME-MEs. Both SEA are then joined together where the CME-sheath time ends and319

the CME-ME begins to form the 3-point SEA. he mid-point time of magnetosheath in-320

tervals and jet intervals are converted to the new SEA timeline. The individual jet du-321

ration as well as most sheath measurements are short compared to CME and SIR timescales.322

Therefore, we bin the time axis in 1 hour duration bins and sum up the duration of each323

jet and sheath in the associated bin. Each interval is summed up in the bin in which the324

interval mid-point falls in the new SEA timeline. The original sheath and jet interval du-325

rations are used for the sum in each bin. Otherwise, intervals measured in short SW struc-326

tures would be stretched and over-represented. Intervals during shorter structures would327

have been compressed and thus under-represented For each bin, the jet percentages are328

calculated. The jets are sporadic events, therefore, a running average of the final per-329

centage per time is necessary. We apply a running average using a sliding window with330

a length of 50h for the SIRs+HSSs and 10h for the CME-sheath+ME plots. We applied331

the SEA for SIR+HSS and for CME-sheath+ME. CME-MEs without a sheath are not332

analyzed using SEA because of the small number of available events. Only CMEs that333

show both a sheath and a ME were considered to find conclusions for both individual334

parts of the structure.335

The final result yields a jet percentage time evolution for the mean CME-sheath+ME336

and SIR+HSS structures. We used a bootstrapping approach to check the robustness337

of the result and to give very conservative error estimates. We redo the analysis and ran-338

domly select (and replace) a sample covering only 50% of all sheath observations for each339

spacecraft. We repeated this 100 times for each event type, resulting in 100 different pro-340

files of jet percentage evolution and their related mean jet percentages. The standard341

deviation of the derived jet percentages are given as uncertainties. This method puts the342

results from the second step into perspective and enables us to make general conclusions343

on the temporal evolution of jets during SW structures. We compare the jet percentage344

evolution with the quiet jet percentage that we defined in method. We used the boot-345

strapping method to get an error estimate for the mean quiet value as well.346

We address the results of each spacecraft individually. By not mixing the jet re-347

sults, we can make clear statements and conclusions about the relative change in detected348

jets for different solar wind time periods for each spacecraft, independent of possible cal-349
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SH

CME SIR + HSS
ME

Quiet SW Quiet SW

SH ME ME

Quiet SW Quiet SW

CME CME

Figure 2. Timeline plot of July 2016 showing an example of observed jets by THEMIS A, D,

and E (indicated as star symbols) during CME sheath (SH), CME magnetic ejecta (ME), SIR

and quiet SW times. Time ranges of available magnetosheath observations by any spacecraft are

plotted in gold. The bottom panel shows OMNI total velocity and total magnetic field during the

time range.

ibration or orbital differences. With that we also avoid the possible issue of double-counting350

jets that might have been detected by several spacecraft due to times of similar orbits.351

Fig. 2 shows the visualization of a time range to give an example of the available352

data. We have magnetosheath observations by THEMIS overlapping with both CME and353

SIR structures hitting the Earth in the given time range. Observed jets, which are very354

short in time compared to the displayed time range, are displayed as stars in this figure.355

The CME structures are divided into the CME-sheath and the CME-ME. To show the356

SW conditions, the OMNI data for the total velocity and the total magnetic field is plot-357

ted. The CMEs show a distinct strong magnetic field, while the SIR and HSS show the358

typical profile of high SW velocity over several days.359

3 Results360

3.1 Step 1 results:361

Tab. 3 shows the total time (given in days) of available magnetosheath data dur-362

ing each type of SW events. The number of individual events is also given. The results363

are highly influenced by the orbits of each spacecraft. THEMIS B and C show only lit-364

tle magnetosheath dwell time overall compared to the other spacecraft. There is almost365

no magnetosheath observation during CMEs for both spacecraft. Therefore the focus in366

the further statistics are put on the spacecraft A, D, and E.367

Tab. 4 and Tab. 5 show the number of detected jets during each type of events for368

the upstream jet and the local jet list, respectively. THEMIS B and C show fewer de-369

tected jets compared to the other spacecraft, which is a result of the little magnetosheath370

dwell time. With several thousand jets, we observed the most jets during SIR and HSS371

structures. Comparing with the total number of detected jets, we see that roughly 40%372
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Table 3. Total time (in days) of magnetosheath observation by each spacecraft during each

type of events. The number of individual SW events that overlap with magnetosheath measure-

ments are given in parentheses.

Observation time in Magnetosheath (# of individual events)
Total time SIR+HSS CME-Sheath CME-ME

[days] [days] [days] [days]

THEMIS A 156.3 52.6 (85) 3.4 (28) 9.0 (49)
THEMIS B 3.4 1.0 (12) 0.1 (1) 0.1 (1)
THEMIS C 11.1 3.8 (18) 0.0 (1) 0.0 (0)
THEMIS D 127.8 42.4 (83) 3.8 (29) 8.4 (45)
THEMIS E 157.9 54.7 (87) 3.3 (25) 9.9 (47)

Total 456.6 154.5 (105) 10.6 (39) 27.4 (55)

Percentage of total time 100 % 33.8 % 2.3 % 6.0 %

Table 4. Number of detected jets during large-scale SW events for the upstream jet list.

Upstream
Jet definition

Total
Jets during
SIRs + HSS

Jets during
CME - Sheath

Jets during
CME - ME

THEMIS A 4147 1783 70 86
THEMIS B 147 53 2 1
THEMIS C 586 216 0 0
THEMIS D 3801 1563 106 107
THEMIS E 7813 3705 114 199

Table 5. Number of detected jets during large-scale SW events for the local jet list.

Local
Jet definition

Total
Jets during

SIRs
Jets during

CME - Sheath
Jets during
CME - ME

THEMIS A 5405 2184 96 236
THEMIS B 118 59 1 0
THEMIS C 506 200 0 0
THEMIS D 5001 2241 109 188
THEMIS E 7778 3562 118 316

of all jets are observed during SIRs and HSS times. This is valid for all spacecraft sur-373

veyed. The number drops by an order of magnitude when looking at the CME-sheath374

revealing roughly 100 observed jets for each spacecraft. In comparison, the number of375

jets increases slightly for the CME-ME times, with a maximum of 316 jets for THEMIS376

E. We see that in both jet lists, THEMIS E shows the most jets of all five spacecraft.377

Next, we calculate the mean and median duration of jets during SIRs+HSSs and378

CMEs. This helps to determine, whether the production or duration of the jets is more379

affected by each type of event. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the jet time length for380

each event using box plots for the upstream jet and local jet definition. The box shows381

the interquartile range, which is the range between the first and the third quartile. There-382

fore, 50 % of the jet lengths are within the box. The middle line in the box shows the383

median length of jets in each case. The whiskers show the upper and lower limit of the384

distribution. Outliers are defined as all values beyond 3 times the length of the interquar-385

tile range. They are displayed as black stars in the plots. The median values and interquar-386

tile ranges for jets during SIRs+HSSs, CME-sheaths and CME-MEs are fairly compa-387
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Figure 3. Statistical boxplot for the upstream and local jet lists, giving the jet duration for

all jets and for jets that occurred during SW quiet times, SIRs+HSSs, CME-sheaths, and CME-

MEs. The rows, from top to bottom, correspond to data from THEMIS A, D, and E. Each box

shows the interquartile range. The middle line in the box shows the median length of jets in each

case. The outliers, which are represented by black stars, are defined as all values beyond 3 times

the length of the interquartile range.

rable for each spacecraft and jet definition. The jet lengths between spacecraft are more388

comparable using the local jet criteria. The duration of jets during CME-sheaths tend389

to be shorter compared to the other structures in the local jet criteria. On the other hand,390

the duration of jets during quiet SW times seem to slightly exceed the jets during struc-391

tured SW. In general, the interquartile ranges overlap in every category. We see that the392

range of outliers is drastically greater for the upstream jet definition and go far beyond393

the displayed range here. For each boxplot, the number of outliers range between 2 - 4394

% of the total number of detected jets. The number of outliers appear to be proportional395

to the number of detections and not dependent on the type of event. Overall, we see that396

the duration of jets are not drastically influenced by different SW structures. Therefore,397

the results calculated in step 2 and step 3 are primarily influenced by the number of jets398

produced during SW structures.399

3.2 Step 2 results:400

The resulting jet percentage and the mean number of jets per hour during specific401

time ranges (all times, quiet SW, SIR+HSS, CME-sheath, CME-ME) is shown in Tab.402

6 for the upstream jet definition and in Tab. 7 for the local jet definition. As previously403

mentioned, we differentiate between results for THEMIS A, D, and E. The difference in404

jet percentage between the spacecraft is smaller for the local jet definition. Overall, the405

range of values for the local jet list is significantly smaller compared to the upstream jet406
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Table 6. Mean jet percentages and jets per hour during each event type for the upstream jet

list.

Jet percentages - upstream jet criteria
Overall Quiet SW SIR+HSS CME-sheath CME-ME

THEMIS A 1.19% 1.22% 1.26% 1.24% 0.56%
THEMIS D 1.39% 1.54% 1.37% 0.82% 0.44%
THEMIS E 2.96% 2.75% 3.69% 1.81% 1.35%

Jets per hour - upstream jet criteria

THEMIS A 1.1 1.0 1.4 0.8 0.4
THEMIS D 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.2 0.5
THEMIS E 2.1 1.8 2.8 1.4 0.8

Table 7. Mean jet percentages and jets per hour during each event type for the local jet list.

Jet percentages - local jet criteria
Overall Quiet SW SIR+HSS CME-sheath CME-ME

THEMIS A 1.18% 1.17% 1.28% 0.79% 0.80%
THEMIS D 1.27% 1.23% 1.51% 0.72% 0.72%
THEMIS E 1.60% 1.51% 1.93% 0.98% 0.85%

Jets per hour - local jet criteria

THEMIS A 1.4 1.3 1.7 1.2 1.1
THEMIS D 1.6 1.4 2.2 1.2 0.9
THEMIS E 2.1 1.8 2.7 1.5 1.3

list. The percentages of jets during quiet SW conditions are fairly comparable with the407

overall mean values. The jet percentage for THEMIS E exceeds both other spacecraft408

in every category for both jet definitions. We suspect that a calibration feature may cause409

this difference in the data.410

We find that, in general, the percentage as well as the number of jets per hour is411

increased while a SIR+HSS is passing the Earth. Exceptions are found in the upstream412

list for THEMIS A and D, where the SIR+HSS percentage is close to the overall value.413

However, the number of jets per hour is still increased in both cases. The increase of jets414

per hour for SIR+HSS times is roughly between 20 to 50%. For CME-sheath times, we415

see a general trend of a jet percentage and jets per hour drop. Only THEMIS A in the416

upstream jet list shows no drop in the CME-sheath compared to the mean value. How-417

ever, the number of jets per hour still decreases. The drop in jets per hour is roughly418

between 0 and 30%. For the CME-ME times, we see a clear drop of jet percentage and419

jets per hour for every spacecraft for both jet definitions. The drop in jets per hour is420

roughly between 20 and 60 %.421

The following trend is visible for all spacecraft in both definitions: jet percentage422

during SIR+HSS ≥ jet percentage during CME-sheath ≥ jet percentage during CME-423

ME. The same findings hold for the calculated jets per hour.424

3.3 Step 3 results:425

The evolution of the jet percentage over the mean SIR+HSS and CME-sheath+ME426

times is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the upstream and local jet list, respectively. The427

mean SW parameters during SIR+HSS and CME-sheath+ME are plotted in the first428

row. The second row of each figure corresponds to THEMIS A data, the second row to429
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THEMIS D, and the third row to THEMIS E. The mean jet percentage value of the quiet430

SW is plotted for comparison in black. The results for SIRs+HSSs are shown in the left431

column. The jet percentage at the start of the SIR roughly coincides with the mean quiet432

value. The jet percentage shows an increase after the SIR start. This finding is valid for433

each spacecraft surveyed for both jet definitions. The peak of the jet percentage is vis-434

ible at roughly 75 to 90 hours after the zero epoch for most spacecraft. Only THEMIS435

A in the upstream jet criteria shows the peak after the end of the HSS. The decrease in436

percentage seems to continue after the defined ending of the HSS. The associated un-437

certainties are lower compared to the CME results, because the number of available SIRs438

that overlap with magnetosheath data is larger.439

The results for CME-sheaths + MEs are shown in the right column of Fig. 4 and440

Fig. 5. Each jet percentage datapoint in both figures is equivalent to a 1-hour bin. On441

average, each bin has roughly 12 hours of magnetosheath data during SIRs and 8.5 hours442

of data during CME-sheath and CME-ME. The jet percentage during the CME-sheath443

time is monotonically decreasing for each spacecraft surveyed for both jet definitions. The444

jet percentage during the CME-ME is lower than the mean value for each spacecraft sur-445

veyed for both jet definitions. The jet percentages recover sharply after the end of the446

CME-ME. The estimated uncertainties are higher compared to the SIR SEA. This is the447

result of the low number of CME-sheaths + MEs that overlap with Earth’s magnetosheath448

measurements, as was previously mentioned. In addition to that, the restriction to an-449

alyze each spacecraft individually enlarges the uncertainty for each single analysis. Still,450

every spacecraft shows the same general trend within the SW structures in each anal-451

ysis. This improves the confidence in our results.452

When we compare the jet percentages of SIR+HSS, CME-sheath and CME-ME453

profiles with each other, we see the same picture over all spacecraft and jet definition:454

Jet percentages start to rise strongly during the SIR passage reaching a peak after the455

HSS reached its maximum speed. The jet percentage is decreasing sharply during the456

passage of the CME-sheath with low values close to the transition from sheath to CME-457

ME structure. During the entire CME-ME time, the percentages stay at a low level and458

recover as the CME-ME structure ends.459

4 Discussion460

4.1 Diminished jet numbers during CME passing461

Previous studies found a clear correlation of jet production downstream of Earth’s462

bow shock with a steady IMF that is quasi-parallel to the bow shock normal (Archer &463

Horbury, 2013; Plaschke et al., 2013; Vuorinen et al., 2019). The IMF usually becomes464

highly variable during CME-sheaths (e.g., Jian et al., 2006b), which could disrupt a sta-465

ble foreshock. This in turn results in fewer jets that get produced. On the other hand,466

the highly dynamic plasma in the CME-sheath may cause a new rippling in the bow shock.467

In our study we derive, regardless of spacecraft, that the jet percentage is clearly drop-468

ping during the passing of the CME- sheath (see Figs. 4 and 5). Further analysis on a469

case-to-case basis of these regions will enable us to better understand the physical pro-470

cesses behind.471

The IMF angle drastically changes within the CME-ME, and hence, the position472

of the quasi-parallel shock front (and the foreshock). However, the timescale of the chang-473

ing IMF angle is much longer (several hours) compared to the timescale of jet genera-474

tion (several minutes). The IMF in the CME-ME is steady for timescales of roughly 10475

minutes, which is expected to be a favorable condition for jet production. This might476

indicate that the presence of a strong IMF itself is a key factor that inhibits jet gener-477

ation. We find in our study that the number of jets is very much lowered during the CME-478

ME but still covers a significant number of jets. We may speculate that these jets are479
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Figure 4. Mean SW parameters (first row) and jet percentages for THEMIS A, D, and E

(row 2-4) using the upstream jet definition. The left column shows the values for the SIR+HSS

times, the right column shows the values for the CME-sheath and CME-ME times. The mean

SW velocity (black), IMF strength (blue), and SW density (red) is plotted. The jet percentages

are plotted using a bold blue line. The faint blue lines are the error estimations. The bold black

line shows the quiet mean value (Tab. 6) and the faint black lines show the error estimations.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for the local jet definition.
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different compared to the jets observed during quiet SW times as the bow shock region480

where jets get produced might change during the CME passage. Raptis et al. (2020) per-481

formed statistical analysis of jets and differences in their parameters downstream of the482

quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular shocks. They concluded that jets downstream of483

the quasi-parallel shock front occur more frequently and possess higher dynamic pres-484

sure and duration compared to jets found downstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock.485

They also noted the existence of “encapsulated jets”, which show properties similar to486

quasi-parallel jets but are found behind the quasi-perpendicular shock front. Raptis et487

al. (2020) suggested that these jets may originate from the flanks of the bow shock dur-488

ing large IMF cone angles. Further investigation might reveal whether we see the same489

effect in the properties of jets that are observed during the CME-ME.490

From our detailed analysis using SEA, we find that the number of jets seem to re-491

cover as the CME-ME ends. The wakes of CMEs might possess radial IMF for an ex-492

tended period of time (Neugebauer et al., 1997), which would benefit the production of493

jets. However, at this point we did not exclude multiple CME events (this would have494

lowered our statistics). We infer that the SW conditions in the trailing region of the CME495

might play an important role in the jet production rate. As sequences of CMEs would496

change these conditions, they should be taken into account. Hence, the shown results497

are inconclusive whether the sharp increase of jets after the CME is due to favorable SW498

conditions or due to the recovering of the mean jet production rate.499

A constant extremely high dynamic pressure level within the individual parts of500

the CME (especially sheaths) may cause non-detection, because the jet detection thresh-501

old could be increased beyond the usual dynamic pressure value of jets. On the other502

hand, we find in our study an increase of jet percentage during SIRs, which is related503

to a moderately higher dynamical pressure too (Jian et al., 2006a). The effect of CMEs504

compressing the bow shock and the magnetopause (Sibeck & Gosling, 1996) has not yet505

been considered in the statistics. This could cause the spacecraft to temporarily change506

the position within the magnetosheath regarding the distance to the bow shock. Because507

jets are more frequently observed in the close proximity to the bow shock, this plays a508

role in studying jet statistics (Plaschke et al., 2013; Vuorinen et al., 2019; LaMoury et509

al., 2021). There are 3 possible outcomes of this compression regarding the relative po-510

sition of the spacecraft: First, the spacecraft is positioned within the magnetosheath and511

the distance to the bow shock shrinks during compression. This would cause an increase512

in detected jets. Second, the spacecraft is close to the bow shock and crosses the shock513

during the compression, causing the spacecraft to be in the SW. This would first lead514

to an increased number of jets at the beginning, and a decrease in sheath data during515

the compression. Third, the spacecraft is within the magnetosphere close to the mag-516

netopause, and the compression causes the spacecraft to cross the magnetopause, caus-517

ing the spacecraft to be within the magnetosheath. This would lead to no sheath data518

at the beginning, and low jet numbers after during the compression. However, the mean519

time that THEMIS spacecraft spend in the magnetosheath during each revolution around520

the Earth is several hours shorter compared to the duration of most SW structures. This521

suggests that the positioning in the magnetosheath might be more affected by the or-522

bit of the spacecraft even during a simultaneous compression of the magnetosphere. A523

case-by-case future study could help to study effects in detail.524

The list by Cane and Richardson (2003); Richardson and Cane (2010) uses times525

for the ejecta part measured by ACE at L1 rather than the arrival time at the Earth.526

We find that this issue has little influence on our statistics and no change on our gen-527

eral conclusions. The time shift is expected to be roughly in the range of one hour, which528

is rather small compared to the mean length of the ME (between 20 and 30 hours, Tab.529

1). The influence on the SEA results are also negligible because the running average win-530

dow is significantly larger than the time shift.531
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4.2 Increased jet numbers during SIR+HSS passing532

A fast SW appears to be somewhat correlated to a higher numbers of jets accord-533

ing to LaMoury et al. (2021). Specifically, LaMoury et al. (2021) found that both slow534

and fast SW are beneficial for jet generation at the bow shock, and jets are more likely535

to reach the magnetopause during high SW velocities. Overall, fast SW appears to be536

a favorable factor for the number of jets found within the magnetosheath. Our results537

of enhanced jet percentages during SIR+HSS passing agree with these results. We clearly538

observe that the jet percentage monotonically increases after the zero epoch (defined as539

onset of the SIR velocity and density increase), independent of jet definition and space-540

craft surveyed. The maximum of the jet percentage is reached after the maximum speed541

during the HSS is reached, hence, close to the defined end of the HSS (see Figs. 4 and542

5). This corresponds to mean SW conditions with low density, low IMF strength, and543

high (although decreasing) SW velocity. The percentage reaches mean values roughly544

50 - 75 hours after the defined end of the HSS. At this time, the SW conditions are also545

supposed to be back to quiet mean conditions.546

Similar to the CME times, the effect of SIRs compressing the bow shock and the547

magnetopause has not yet been considered in the statistics. In principle, the same im-548

pacts that we previously discussed in Sect. 4.1 apply. Both SIRs+HSSs and CMEs have549

compressing effects on the bow shock and magnetopause. In particular, SIRs and CME-550

sheaths often show very similar SW parameters that can affect the standoff distances (rapidly551

changing IMF strength and direction, velocity and density increase), but they show the552

exact opposite effects in the jet percentage. This rules out the possibility that the re-553

sults are mainly caused by differences in the compression of the bow shock and magne-554

topause. There is a difference in the time profiles of increased dynamic pressure for both555

types of events, but both timescales are significantly longer than the timescales expected556

for jet generation.557

4.3 Different Jet definitions558

The number and time length of detected jets vary significantly depending on the559

definition. The jet threshold based on upstream conditions can be a source for errors when560

sudden events are impacting the Earth. This would suddenly change the jet threshold561

and therefore bias our results during SW disturbances. In addition to that, small scale562

SW structures measured at L1 can differ significantly from the structures that actually563

arrive at the magnetosheath (Borovsky, 2020). This would again change the upstream564

dynamic pressure threshold to a value that should not be compared to the dynamic pres-565

sure measured in the Earth’s magnetosheath. Therefore we compiled the second jet list566

using local magnetosheath dynamic pressure. We see that the median time lengths of567

jets detected by the local criteria are more uniform during different types of SW struc-568

tures (Fig. 3). We find that the number of extreme outliers in the jet data is consider-569

ably lower for the local jet list compared to the upstream jet list. While the upstream570

jet list is certainly valid for quiet and undisturbed SW times, we conclude that the lo-571

cal jet criteria are more reliable when analyzing times of SW disturbances. We find that572

the general trends in our results are the same for both jet definitions even with the pre-573

viously mentioned shortcomings.574

5 Summary and conclusion575

In this work we studied the connection between large-scale SW structures and mag-576

netosheath jets. To achieve this goal, we analyze the overlapping times of magnetosheath577

observation from THEMIS with times of SW events. We compile two jet lists by apply-578

ing upstream and local threshold definitions using THEMIS magnetosheath observations.579

Sudden changes in SW parameters can suddenly change the detection threshold. There-580

fore, two jet definitions help us mitigate errors arising from a bias in the jet detection.581
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We use a CME list compiled by Richardson and Cane (2010) for the start and end times582

of CME-sheath and CME-magnetic ejecta. For SIRs and HSSs we compile, unify, and583

expand times from several sources (Jian et al., 2011; Grandin et al., 2019; Geyer et al.,584

2021). The final SIR and HSS list includes SIR start times, HSS peak times, and HSS585

end times from 1995 to 2020.586

First we check, how many detected jets are overlapping with large-scale SW struc-587

tures. Based on this analysis, we look at each spacecraft individually. In the second step,588

we calculate how the total time of observed magnetosheath jets time change during SW589

events. We look at SIR+HSS, CME-sheath, and CME-ME individually. In the last step,590

we use SEA analysis to determine, how the jet occurrence changes during SW events in591

general.592

We find a relative difference in jet percentage during different types of large-scale593

SW events. This is primarily a result of differences in jet numbers rather than due to594

a difference in mean jet duration. The number of observed jets within the Earth’s mag-595

netosheath increases during the passage of SIR and HSS by up to 50 %. The number of596

jets decreases during the passing of a CME-ME and its associated sheath by roughly 50597

%. Both our jet lists focus on dynamic pressure enhancements in the GSE -x direction598

only. Therefore, these jets are more likely to reach the magnetopause, where they can599

potentially be geoeffective. This suggests that the number of geoeffective jets can be in-600

creased during SIR and HSS. For CMEs, while usually being significantly geoeffective601

themselves, the number of associated geoeffective jets seems to be low. Further statis-602

tical analysis to check differences in SW parameters for jets during each type of event603

is necessary. In addition to that, case studies will help us to gain in-depth knowledge on604

individual effects happening in the magnetosheath during the passage of these types of605

events.606
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